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Abstract: - Due to the economic challenges in surging oil costs and natural concern India is facing huge growth
in renewable energy resources. By adopting artificial intelligence technique based input to the drive train
mechanism, the effective utilization of the solar energy has been performed. The complete system has an array
of solar panel, a boost converter, separately excited DC motor and Internal Model control (IMC) controller as a
voltage regulator. IMC Controller have been designed to deal with the system nonlinearity and its associated
uncertainty. Monitoring of system is based on LabVIEW virtual instruments.
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MPPT technique has been used to get maximum
power output from PV system by matching the load
resistance and achieves maximum power. Article
shows that the solar energy is used to feed the DC
motor which is operated using IMC controller
instead of conventional controller to have better
speed accuracy. The proposed system provides an
effective MPPT controller for solar panel and Fuzzy
based PID controller to control the speed of
separately excited DC motor. Actual work has been
shown in below figure.

1 Introduction
Clean green renewable source of energy has been
expected to play more significant role in the global
energy future. Geographically, India has ideal
characteristics for solar energy. Solar radiation
provides most promising and everlasting gist of
sources which we have; tapping its better output
using artificial intelligence may have best possible
output from it. With the increase in adoption of
LEDs, low voltage electronics and efficient DC
motor technology, houses energy need fulfilled by
using DC directly from solar panels. This can help
reduce energy consumption by over 50 per cent. PV
system referred to any array of cells having PV
material that convert solar radiation into direct
current. In this study, PV array has been designed to
provide maximum output at the rated conditions of
the DC motors when the PV array has full
illumination.

2 Modeling of a Photovoltaic Cell:
For better results optimize the performance of the
photovoltaic (PV) module, we have to analyse the
behaviour of its I-V characteristic by simulation of
the equivalent circuit of solar cell shown in Figure 2
[2].
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Figure 1: Block diagram for proposed work.
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Here: 𝑁𝑝 : number of PV modules connected in
parallel; 𝑅𝑠 : series resistance (Ω); 𝑅𝑠ℎ : shunt
resistance (Ω); 𝑉𝑡 : diode thermal voltage (V).
𝑉 = Ns × [𝑛 × Vt × log {

𝐼+Ish −Np ×Iph
Np ×I0

+ 1} −

I×Rs
]
Np

(5)

3 Mathematical Model of S.E DC
Motor:

Figure 2: One diode circuit model of PV cell.

DC motor has lots of desirable properties
like reliability, durability, low cost, and low
operation voltage, positive conversion coefficients
between electrical and mechanical components. A
differential equation for the equivalent circuit has
been derived using Kirchhoff’s voltage law around
the electrical loop [1] [10]. The control equivalent
circuit of the DC motor using the armature voltage
control method has been shown in Figure 3.

One diode model has been illustrated for the
modelling of PV panel due to its simplicity and
precision in mathematical calculation. The voltage
versus current characteristic equation of a solar cell
has been provided as follow:
Photo Current 𝐼𝑝ℎ :
𝐺

𝐼𝑝ℎ = [𝐼𝑠𝑐 + 𝐾𝑖 (𝑇 − 298)] × 1000
Here
𝐼𝑝ℎ
𝐼𝑠𝑐
𝐾𝑖
T
G
𝐼𝑟𝑠

𝐼𝑟𝑠 =

(1)

: Photo current (A)
: Short circuit current (A)
: Short circuit current constant of cell at
25 °C and 1000 𝑊 ⁄𝑚2
: Operating temperature (K)
: Solar irradiation (𝑊 ⁄𝑚2)
: Model reverse saturation current:
𝐼𝑠𝑐

[exp(

Figure 3: Equivalent circuit of DC motor.
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𝑞×𝑉𝑜𝑐
)−1]
Ns ×k×n×T

Here, q: Electron charge, =1.6 × 10−19 𝐶; 𝑉𝑜𝑐 : Open
circuit voltage (V); 𝑁𝑠 : Number of cells connected
in series; n: the ideality factor of the diode; k:
Boltzmann’s constant, = 1.3805 × 10−23 𝐽⁄𝐾.
The module saturation current I0 depends on cell
temperature, which has been given by:
𝑇 3

𝐼0 = 𝐼𝑟𝑠 [𝑇 ] 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [
𝑟

𝑞×𝐸𝑔0 1
(
𝑛×𝑘 𝑇

1

− 𝑇 )]

B

The transfer function [11] of DC motor speed with
respect to the input voltage can be written as
follows,

(3)

𝑟

Here, 𝑇𝑟 : nominal temperature = 298.15 K; 𝐸𝑔0 :
band gap energy of the semiconductor, = 1.1 eV the
current output of PV module:
I=
V I×Rs
+
Ns N p

Np × Iph − Np × I0 × [exp (

With

Vt =

k×T
q
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and

n×Vt

𝐺(𝑠) =

) − 1] − Ish (4)

Ish =

=
V×

: Armature resistance
: Armature inductance
: Armature current
: Field current
: Input voltage
: Back electromotive force (EMF)
: Motor torque
: Angular velocity of rotor
: Rotating inertial measurement of motor
bearing
: Damping coefficient

(𝑠)
𝑉(𝑠)

= (𝐿

𝐾𝑇
)(𝐽𝑠+𝐵)+𝐾
𝑠+𝑅
𝑎
𝑎
𝑏 𝐾𝑇

0.028
(4.47296 × 10−6 )𝑆 2 + 3.1820410−5 𝑆 + 0.00078994

Np
+I×Rs
Ns

Rsh
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4 IMC Controller Design

5 Simulation Results:

Internal model control principle (IMC) simply states
that control can be achieved only if the control
system encapsulates, either implicitly or explicitly,
some representation of the process to be controlled
[9] [6].

LabVIEW block diagram model of the PV panel has
been shown in Figure 7. PV panels are connected in
series/parallel. Current (I) versus voltage (V) curves
of the PV panel is depicted under different
temperature level in Figure. Power (P) versus
voltage (V) curves of the PV panel is depicted under
different temperature level in Figure. Figure shows
Power versus Voltage and Current versus Voltage
curves of the PV array under different irradiance
level.

+
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Figure 4: Structure of IMC.

The following steps are used in the IMC-based PID
control system design
1. Find
the
IMC
controller
transfer
function,GQ (s) which includes a filter, 𝐺𝑓 (𝑠)
to make GQ (s) semi proper or to give it
derivative action (order of the numerator of
q(s) is one order greater that the denominator
of GQ (s)). Notice that this is a major
difference from the IMC procedure. Here, in
the IMC-based procedure, we may allow
GQ (s) to be improper, in order to find an
equivalent PID controller.
2. Find the equivalent standard feedback
controller using the transformation
𝐆𝐂 (𝐬) = 𝟏−𝐆

𝐆𝐐 (𝐬)

𝐌𝐏 (𝐬)𝐆𝐐 (𝐬)

Figure 5: Block Diagram view of Solar PV module.

Impact of Temperature on I-V and P-V
Characteristic of a Solar Panel
Temperature affects the voltage of solar cell and
small effect on saturation current of solar cell
because it has negative (-) temperature coefficient
(for silicon –2.3mV/°C), Figure 8 showing the I-V
curve and P-V curve for different temperature
variation.

(7)

Write this in the form of a ratio between two
polynomials.
3. Show this in PID form and find 𝐾𝐶 , 𝜏𝐼 , 𝜏𝐷 .
Sometimes this procedure results in a PID
controller cascaded with a lag term 𝜏𝑓
𝝉𝑰 𝝉𝑫 𝒔𝟐 +𝝉𝑰 𝒔+𝟏
𝟏
][𝝉 𝒔+𝟏]
𝝉𝑰 𝒔
𝒇

𝐆𝐂 (𝐬) = 𝑲𝑪 [

(8)
Figure 6: I-V and P-V curve under different
temperature level.

Perform closed-loop simulations for both the perfect
model case and cases with model mismatch. Choose
the desired value for ƛ as a trade-off between
performance and robustness.
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As the temperature increases voltage decrease and
maximum power decrease for a fixed irradiance
level of 1000 W/m2.
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Impact of Solar Irradiation on P-V and I-V
Characteristic of a Solar Panel
Solar constant is 1361 W/m2, average annual solar
radiation arriving at the top of the Earth's
atmosphere. Sun's rays are attenuated by clouds and
other atmosphere elements, leaving maximum
normal surface irradiance at approximately 1000 W
/m2 at sea level on a clear day. If the solar irradiance
is decreases due to rainy clouds, the earth movement
or any other reason will reduce the output current of
the solar panel because of the is directly
proportional to the sun irradiance while the variation
on voltage is much smaller as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: P&O algorithm based MPPT program.
Here A is the present duty cycle for Boost and Buck
converter, B is the small change. DP and DV are the
change in power and change in voltage respectively.
Variations in duty cycle are shown in Figure 11.

Figure 10: I-V and P-V Characteristics of PV
module and Variable duty cycle based on MPPT.
Figure 7: P-V curve under different irradiance level.

Figure 11: Block diagram representation of IMC method.
Unit step response of IMC for speed control of separately
excited DC motor for different values of lambda ( ƛ) are
shown in

Figure 8: I-V curve under different irradiance level.

P&O based MPPT algorithm
Perturb and Observe based MPPT algorithm in math
script (LabVIEW) is shown in Figure 10. It provides
variable duty cycle for buck and boost converter or
fixed dc voltage for DC motor [4].
Figure 12: Unit step response of IMC ( ƛ = 1).
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Figure 13: Unit step response of IMC ( ƛ = 0.5).

Fig.14: Unit step response of IMC ( ƛ = 0.1).

5 Conclusion
In this work, a simple but efficient solar energy based DC
motor control system is presented. It provides theoretical
studies of photovoltaics’ (PV) and it’s modeling
techniques in LabVIEW software. We have focused on
the development of a stand-alone PV system. The
individual system performance of PV system is studied
through simulation for solar insulation and temperature.
The duty cycle of boost converter is decided by P&O
algorithm. In this study P&O based MPPT and IMC
controller is used for optimum output from solar panel
and DC motor. Low value of lambda results in better
performance in IMC controller. Temperature and
irradiance effect on solar output is simulated, shows that
as temperature increases panel output decreases. Physical
implementation of the system remains for future research.
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